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Abstract. Quantitative user models such as CLC, Isokoski’s and KLM have 

been used to estimate the production time of mouse and pen interactions (point-

ing, clicking, selecting, drawing, writing). In this paper, we assess if these mod-

els can be adapted to estimate the production time of touchless hand gestures 

(air figures of letters and numbers). New parameters were added to the existing 

models with empirical values drawn from experiments with users. Two metrics 

were used to evaluate model quality: strength of the relationship between esti-

mated and observed times, and percentage root mean square error. The obtained 

results support the hypothesis that CLC, Isokoski’s and KLM can be adapted to 

touchless hand gestures. The paper contributes with model modifications and 

parameters required to estimate the production times of touchless hand gestures.  

Keywords: Touchless hand gestures; natural user interfaces; predictive evalua-

tion; user models. 

1 Introduction 

Hardware devices such as Kinect, Leap Motion and Myo have contributed significant-

ly to the emergence of a new class of graphical user interfaces labeled as Natural User 

Interfaces (NUIs), which most distinctive characteristic is using touchless hand ges-

tures as a new interaction modality. Besides the obvious advantages in entertainment, 

NUIs are also becoming increasingly popular in fields such as education [1] and 

healthcare [2]. However, depending on each particular application, hand gestures may 

be very taxing on production time, i.e. the time spent by users engendering interac-

tions with an application’s user interface. This situation leaves user-interface design-

ers with the difficult task of evaluating which touchless hand drawing gestures are 

most adequate and how they can be tailored to a user-interface under construction to 

optimize production time.  



Considering the logistic difficulties of doing tests with real users, regarding plan-

ning, timing, laboratory setup, recruiting, and conducting experiments, a reasonable 

assumption is that user-interface designers may find value in instead adopting predic-

tive evaluation. Predictive evaluation provides quantitative indications on how users 

may perform based on user models instead of real users, thus easing the abovemen-

tioned logistic problems.  

Of course a consequence of adopting predictive evaluation is that we need quanti-

tative user models. Although some quantitative models have already been proposed 

that include gestures [3, 4], they do not support the estimation of production time. 

However, an extensive body of research in quantitative user models for pointer- and 

pen-based gestures has already been developed. One of the most influential instances 

is the KLM (Keystroke Level Model) model originally proposed by Card, Moran and 

Newell and extended by others [5, 6, 7]. Another notable example is Fitts’ Law [8], 

which has been widely used to estimate physical and virtual pointing [9, 10, 11, 12]. 

Some interactions like pointing, clicking and selecting can be done both with a 

mouse and in the air using hand gestures, and therefore can be modeled using KLM 

and Fitts’ Law, as demonstrated by [9, 10, 11, 12]. However, more complex interac-

tions such as drawing characters, numbers and figures require either extending the 

existing models with new parameters or developing whole new user models. Consid-

ering this landscape, the generic goal of the research reported in this paper is to ex-

tend the existing models to encompass hand gestures. More specifically, our goal is to 

extend the CLC (Curves, Line segments and Corners) [13], Isokoski’s [14] and KLM 

[5] models to estimate the production times of touchless hand gestures. Our research 

is restricted to gestures performed by young adults in normal health conditions, with 

basic or no experience with touchless interactions, and using the dominant hand (fin-

gers are not considered). The gestures of interest consist of drawing in the air figures 

or shapes such as letters or numbers.  

2 Related Work 

A commonly accepted strategy to evaluate the usability of a user interface is to use 

modeling techniques. This strategy presents the advantages of neither depending on 

real users nor requiring usability experts to participate in the evaluation process.  

Models can vary in detail and complexity, ranging from descriptive models, which 

provide a framework for designers to delineate and reflect on usability problems, to 

predictive models, which use mathematical expressions for estimating user perfor-

mance [15]. Unlike the descriptive category, predictive models can be used to objec-

tively estimate the required time for performing a set of user interactions. Likewise 

the descriptive category, predictive models can be applied at early design stages, be-

fore starting to develop the real user interface.  

Some notable user models have been proposed in the research literature. One of the 

most known and cited models is Fitts’ Law [8], which allows estimating the time to 

point at a target based on the object size and distance. Taking into account that Fitts’ 

Law is not adequate for certain types of tasks, and based on it, Accot and Zhai [16] 



proposed the “steering law” for trajectory-based tasks.  This model allows predicting 

the time to navigate through a two-dimensional tunnel, but it may not be adequate to 

analyze the trajectory of touchless hand gestures when there are no visual guides. 

An alternative was proposed by Isokoski [14], who introduced a conceptually sim-

ple model that predicts production time for unistroke interactions done by expert us-

ers. According to this model, a gesture is first decomposed into a number of “needed 

straight-line segments” which are then counted to estimate the overall time-

complexity of the gesture. The number of considered segments is the minimum neces-

sary to make the gesture recognizable. Additionally, it is assumed that drawing a 

straight-line segment takes a constant time.  

By comparing the model with real-user interactions, Isokoski [14] measured the 

strength of the relationship between estimated and observed times (usually noted as 

R
2
) to be <0.85. The percentage root mean square error (usually noted as %RMSE) 

of these measures was 30% [14].  

Although the definition of “needed straight-line segments” is ambiguous [13, 17] 

(a procedure describing the reduction of gestures with curves into straight lines is 

missing), Isokoski’s model seems conceptually easy to extend to hand gestures be-

cause it requires estimating the constant time to produce a straight line gesture seg-

ment from experimental data.  

Cao and Zhai [13] suggested a model to estimate the production time of single pen-

stroke gestures. The model considers three features found in pen-stroke gestures: 

Curves, Line segments, and Corners (the reason why the model is referred to CLC).  

For any gesture, the production time is calculated by summing up the estimated 

time durations of all gesture segments (see formula 1 below). The estimated produc-

tion times of Curve and Line are defined in formulas 2 and 3. (Formula 4 can be used 

instead of formula 3.) The Corner, which is an abrupt change in stroke direction, was 

discarded by Cao and Zhai after empirical studies showed its insignificant impact on 

production times [13].  

The CLC model reveals a strong relationship between estimated and observed 

times (R
2
 > 0.90). Even though the model has been used in several research studies 

(e.g. [17, 18]), we do not have evidence that it has been used beyond pen-stroke ges-

tures. 

𝑇 = ∑ 𝑇(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) + ∑ 𝑇(𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟) + ∑ 𝑇(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒)  (1) 

𝑇(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒) =
𝛼

𝐾
𝑟1−𝛽  (2) 

𝑇(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) = 𝑚𝐿𝑛  (3) 

𝑇(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) = 𝑎𝐿 + 𝑏  (4) 

Where: α is the sweep angle; r is the radius of the arc; β and K are empirical con-

stants.  L is the length of the line; a, b, m and n are empirical constants. 



Another well-known user model is the Keystroke Level Model (KLM) [5]. KLM 

defines a set of primitive operations: key press (K); point (P); button press (B); hand 

movement between keyboard and mouse (H); Drawing (D); and mental preparation 

(M). For each primitive operation, empirical studies with various types of users al-

lowed to determine the respective average production time constant. The D primitive 

is the only one relevant to this study, even though it has several constraints worth 

noticing: drawing is done with the mouse, it only concerns straight-line segments, and 

it is assumed to be done on a square grid with 0.56cm. According to KLM, the pro-

duction time of a drawing interaction is defined as a linear function of the number of 

segments (nD) and the total length (lD) of all segments (see formula 5) [5]. 

 𝐷(𝑛𝐷, 𝑙𝐷) = 𝑎𝑛𝐷 + 𝑏𝑙𝐷 (5) 

Where: a and b are constants (a = 0.9 and b = 0.16 in the original KLM version [5]). 

All in all, the Isokoski’s, CLC and KLM models advocate: 1) decompose a gesture 

either into a series of straight-line segments (Isokoski’s and KLM) or into a series of 

curved and straight-line segments (CLC); 2) use a set of formulas and parameters to 

calculate the production time of each segment, adding them to obtain the overall pro-

duction time of a gesture; and 3) derive the parameters from empirical studies with 

various users, so that the formulas adjust to reality. Nevertheless specific parameters 

for touchless hand gestures do not currently exist and will have to be further re-

searched. We detail that process in the following section. 

3 Hypotheses and Research Design 

As mentioned above, there is no evidence that the three described models may be 

used for touchless hand gestures. Therefore, the following hypothesis should be test-

ed: 

H1: CLC, Isokoski’s and KLM models can be adapted to predict the production 

time of hand gestures. 

The starting point to test this hypothesis is the definition of formulas. Either the 

original formulas can be applied to hand gestures or they have to be extended to en-

compass the new conditions imposed by hand gestures. Hence, we introduce a first 

step in our study where the formulas are evaluated and adapted if necessary. This step 

is shown in Table 1 (step 1) and denoted as “An” (A - Adaptation).  

After adapting the formulas, it is necessary to define new parameters for hand ges-

tures. The second step requires carrying out several experiments with real users (En in 

table 1, step 2; E - Experiment) and then tuning the parameters so the models may 

reflect the users’ performance.  

At this point, the models should be ready to use. However, we still have to consider 

the quality of the estimations. Thus, we have to evaluate the models, that is, to verify 

the second hypothesis: 

H2: The adapted models can predict the production time of hand gestures with ac-

ceptable quality. 



We will test this hypothesis using the two metrics also adopted by Cao and Zhai 

[13], considering both the strength of the relationship between estimated and observed 

times (R
2
), and percentage root mean square error (%RMSE). Furthermore, we will 

consider that a model has acceptable quality if R
2 

and %RMSE are proximate to the 

values obtained by Cao and Zhai [13]: R
2
 > 0.90 and %RMSE < 30%.  

H2 must be tested with a set of experiments with real users (En in Table 1, line 3). 

With a careful experimental setup, some of the experiments required to test H1 can 

also be used to test H2. That is the reason why we see in Table 1 that E1 and E2 are 

shared by steps 2 and 3. This is possible because: 1) the parameters required by CLC 

and Isokoski’s models can be tuned using the same experiments; and 2) we use two 

different sets of users in E1 and E2, so that the users being used to tune a model can 

be reused to validate another model, but one set of users is not simultaneously used to 

tune and validate the same model. 

In the remainder of this section we give more details about the experimental setup. 

The validation of H1 and H2 is discussed in detail in the following sections using the 

stepwise structure described in Table 1. 

Table 1. Research design: adaptations of models (A) and experiments (E). 

 Models 

Steps CLC Isokoski’s KLM 

1. Definition of formulas A1 A2 A3 

2. Estimation of parameters E1 E1 E2 

3. Evaluation of models E2 E2 E3 

3.1 Apparatus and Method 

The hardware setup for the experiments consisted of notebook, Kinect sensor and TV 

screen mounted in a controlled laboratory setting. The notebook was equipped with an 

i7 processor and 8GB of RAM. The Kinect sensor was used with a refresh rate of 30 

fps, connected to track users’ hand position and recognizing gestures, placed at a 

height of 0.9m and below the TV screen. The TV screen had 42in, 1360×768px reso-

lution. The participants stood in an uncluttered space, 2.5m away from the Kinect 

sensor. 

A custom software tool (Fig. 1) was developed for precisely controlling the exper-

iments. The tool was developed using MS Visual C# and Kinect for Windows SDK 

V1.8 on Windows 7. The tool logged time marks and hand coordinates while a partic-

ipant performs a gesture. The Dynamic Time Warping algorithm [19] was used for 

gesture recognition. The tool’s interface consisted of an augmented video blending 

user interface controls and the real environment. Augmented video was adopted in 

order to avoid participants’ distractions while performing the tasks. For instance, a 

person may judge his/her movements based on a hand cursor and try to make adjust-

ments [20], especially because of the sensor noise [21] [10] [12] which should be 



avoided. We fine-tuned these experimental conditions through a set of trial experi-

ments. 

The tool had two additional software modules focused on gesture analysis. The 

first module allowed recording gestures (Fig. 1-a), while the second one was able to 

reproduce every user-generated gesture using segmentation and logged hand coordi-

nates (Fig. 1-b). 

 

Fig. 1. Interface of the experimental software. 

Each gesture instance was segmented in the phases proposed by [22] to measure 

the production times of gestures. More specifically, the measured stroke-phase time 

was defined as corresponding to production time, which does not account for the time 

spent by the participants in other gesture phases.  

The participants in the experiments were University students (33 in total, aged be-

tween 17 and 28) invited by email, social networks, etc. The participants were not 

paid for their participation. Written informed consents were obtained before starting 

each experiment. A student was allowed to participate in a single experiment.  

Before the experiment, each participant received written instructions and an expla-

nation about the research goals. Then, the participant performed some training ges-

tures guided by the software. When the participant indicated s/he was ready, more 

specific instructions appeared on the TV screen using a PowerPoint slideshow. 

Enough time was allowed to read the instructions. The instructions required that every 

gesture should be done inside a red box (gesture input area or gesture space, see Fig. 

1-d), having approximately the same size, and balancing speed and accuracy. (The 

tool adjusted the size of the input area according to the size of the required gesture.) 

The instructions also noted the participants should use the dominant hand, and should 

start (preparation phase [22]) and finish (retraction phase [22]) a gesture with both 

hands in a relaxed position below hips.  



The tool immediately started the data acquisition phase after displaying the instruc-

tions. The tool was programmed to randomly pick a gesture within a gesture set and 

display it for two seconds (Fig. 1-c). The gesture image was displayed along with a 

name and a very short description. After the two seconds period, the description dis-

appeared, the red box was displayed, and the participant’s gesture was collected (Fig. 

1-d). When the gesture was correct, the tool displayed a green check and moved on to 

the next gesture. When a gesture was wrong, a red-cross mark was displayed, the 

input was discarded, and the participant had to re-enter the gesture.  

Besides a practice session, every experiment included three blocks with gestures to 

be performed by the participants (e.g. a block only including straight lines). The spe-

cific characteristics of these blocks are defined in Sections 5 and 6. The tool included 

a resting period between blocks of gestures.   

4 Definition of Formulas 

This section discusses the definition and adaptation of each model to hand gestures. 

The tuning and validation of formulas are explained later.  

4.1 CLC Model 

Although Cao and Zhai [13] adopted several formulas (1, 2, 3 and 4) for the CLC 

model, there are other options that might be used to improve predictions. Based on 

regression analysis (discussed later), we suggest that formula 6 can be used instead of 

formula 2 to estimate the production time of curves. Another simpler formula that 

may be applied to curves, which Cao and Zhai did not test, is a linear function of the 

curve’s radius and angle (formula 7). These two formulas may contribute to reduce 

the %RMSE of CLC, but they should be tested against the original one.  

𝑇(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒) =
𝛼𝑎

𝐾
𝑟1−𝛽 (6) 

𝑇(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒) = 𝑚 𝑟 + 𝑛 𝛼 (7) 

Where: α is the sweep angle; r is the radius of the curve; a, β, K, m and n are empiri-

cal constants. 

4.2 Isokoski’s Model 

Given the conceptual simplicity of Isokoski’s model [14], we consider it may be 

straightforwardly adapted to hand gestures. Formula 8 may be applied bearing in 

mind that hand gestures will be reduced into a sequence of straight lines and an em-

pirical constant is necessary to estimate the time taken to generate every straight line. 

This reasoning has two implications. First, Isokoski did not provide a constant time 

for performing a straight-line segment, so we have to estimate that constant. Second, 



Isokoski’ does not provide a clear procedure to reduce curves into straight lines, 

which may range between 1 (too much error) and an arbitrary large number (less error 

but more difficult to calculate). We adopt the procedure suggested by Vatavu et al.: 

“if the angle α inscribed by an arc was greater than 270° use 3 segments; if α<120° 

use 1 segment; otherwise use 2 segments” [17] (p. 97). 

𝑇 = #segments ∗ constant_time (8) 

4.3 KLM 

As already mentioned, we are only using the D operator of KLM, and hence using 

formula 5 to estimate production time of hand gestures. Analyzing the original defini-

tion in detail [5], we note that formula 5 may not be applicable to gestures with curves 

and corners. We suggest that curves be approximated to straight-line segments by 

applying the procedure adopted by Vatavu et al. [17] (p. 97). Regarding corners, we 

suggest counting the number of corners (nC) multiplied by an empirical constant, as 

shown in formula 9.  

𝐷𝑐(𝑛𝐷 , 𝑙𝐷 , 𝑛𝐶) = 𝑎 𝑛𝐷 + 𝑏 𝑙𝐷 + 𝑐 𝑛𝐶 (9) 

Where a, b and c are empirical constants. 

5 Estimation of Parameters  

In this section we give further insights about formulas 6 to 9 delineated above. The 

discussion is organized in two steps. In the first step, we describe the experiments (E1 

and E2, see Table 1) conducted to obtain empirical data about user’s hand gestures. In 

the second step we present the final formulas with the estimated empirical constants.  

5.1 CLC Model 

Experiment. We repeated most of the experimental process described by Cao and 

Zhai [13] using hand gestures to obtain empirical constants for formulas 2, 3, 4, 6 and 

7. Experiment E1 involved gathering data for three gesture components: straight lines, 

curves and corners. This experiment then implied configuring the tool discussed in 

Section 3 to request participants to produce variations of these individual gesture 

components (see below). Each participant would produce the same gesture three times 

in order to increase precision. Trying to avoid learning and/or sequence effects, the 

order of components was counterbalanced.  

Various lengths (L = {0.4, 0.6, 0.8} meters in motor space) and orientations (0, 45, 

90 and 135 degrees counterclockwise) were tested when producing straight lines. For 

curves, various radiuses (r = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4} meters in motor space) and sweep angles 

(α = {90, 180, 360} degrees) were tested. Start angle (90 degrees) and direction 

(clockwise) were treated as control variables for curve gestures. Various corner angles 



(θ = {45, 90, 135} degrees) and directions (CW and CCW) were tested to produce 

corners. Length was kept constant (0.6cm in motor space). Twelve persons participat-

ed in E1 (mean age 21y, σ = 2).  

Results. In general, the results obtained from E1 for the CLC model have similar 

significance to those obtained by Cao and Zhai [13], which provides a first indication 

that CLC can be used for estimating production time of touchless hand gestures. In 

detail:  

Straight Lines. We observed statistically significant differences when measuring pro-

duction time and varying length (F2,22 = 10.47, p < 0.05) and orientation (F3,33 = 2.92, 

p < 0.05). No significant length × orientation interaction effects were found (F6,66 = 

0.32, ns). Fig. 2 shows the relation between length and production time for each ori-

entation. We note that Cao and Zhai [13] did not take into account orientation in their 

estimations because its effect was considered smaller than length. We made the same 

decision due to the similarity of our results, but we also computed the correlation 

coefficients to confirm it. We found no correlation between orientation and time pro-

duction (r = -0.022). Finally, performing regression analysis of our experimental data, 

we obtained the empirical constants shown in formulas 10 and 11. 

 
Fig. 2. Straight line production time.  

 

 𝑇(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) = 0.486 𝐿 + 0.345          (𝑅2 = 0.796)           (10) 

 𝑇(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) = 0.803 𝐿0.442          (𝑅2 = 0.746)  (11) 

Where L and T are given in meters and seconds respectively. 

Curves. As we expected, measured differences in production time were statistically 

significant for both radius (F2,22 = 12.33, p < 0.05) and angle (F2,22 = 110, p < 0.05). 

We found significant radius × angle interaction effects (F4,44 = 3.72, p < 0.05). Fig. 3 

shows the relation between sweep angles and production time for each orientation 

radius. After performing regression analysis with our experimental data, we obtained 

formulas 12, 13 and 14 below. 
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Fig. 3. Curve production time. 

 𝑇(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒) =
𝛼

1.939
𝑟1−0.711                                                  (12) 

𝑇(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒) =
𝛼0.615

1.249
𝑟1−0.711            (𝑅2 = 0. 919)  (13) 

𝑇(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒) = 1.338 𝑟 + 0.236 𝛼    (𝑅2 = 0. 942) (14) 

Where α, r and T are given in radians, meters and seconds respectively. 

Corners. Following Cao and Zhai’s method, we computed the “net contribution time” 

of corners [13]. Thus, for our experimental data and using the average time to perform 

a line 0.6cm long (see Table 2): T(corner) = sample production time – 2 * 0.627 (sec-

onds).  

The measured differences in production time were statistically significant for cor-

ner angle (F2,22 = 6.49, p < 0.05), but not for direction (F1,11 = 2.05, p > 0.05). We 

found no significant angle × direction interaction effects (F2,22 = 0.24, ns). Taking into 

account that the average T(corner) seems to fluctuate around zero (Fig. 4), we made a 

deliberate simplification (formula 15): to omit corners in the model (Cao and Zhai 

[13] made the same decision). Although these results confirm previous preliminary 

findings, which postulate that corners have influence on production time of hand ges-

tures [4], we think further research is necessary to adequately model the impact of 

corners in hand gestures. 

 

Fig. 4. Net corner time contribution. Error bars indicate 1 SD. 
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 𝑇 = ∑ 𝑇(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) + ∑ 𝑇(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒)  (15) 

5.2 Isokoski’s Model 

Experiment. As mentioned above, data obtained from experiment E1 was reused to 

build an estimation model based on Isokoski’s proposal [14]. Although Cao and Zhai 

[13] state that a constant time model should be invalidated, we nevertheless decided 

to build this model because of its conceptual simplicity. An average time was calcu-

lated for each straight line produced by the participants in the experiment (Table 2). 

Moreover, we estimated a fourth value to evaluate the model with a smaller straight-

line segment (0.2m). These times must be verified for selecting the best one by using 

different gestures (see next section). 

Results.  

Table 2. Constant times for Isokoski’s model. 

Straight line lengths, L(m) Observed time, t(s) SD(s) 

0.2 0.442 NA 

0.4 0.544 0.111 

0.6 0.627 0.180 

0.8 0.738 0.219 

5.3 KLM 

Experiment. Taking into account that experiment E1 is focused on curves, straight 

lines and corners, we had to perform another experiment (E2) to estimate the empiri-

cal constant for the D operator of KLM, given that it is based on the number of seg-

ments and the total length of all segments. The experiment consisted of drawing 14 

gestures
1
 (Fig. 5) in random order. Gestures were performed inside the gesture space, 

which was a 0.6m square. Twelve persons took part in E2 (mean age 23y, σ = 2). 

 

Fig. 5. Gestures used in experiment 2. 

                                                           
1  The green point indicates the start of the gesture. Strike-through was selected from [17]. 



Results. The procedure adopted by Card et al. [5] for drawing straight-line segments 

(formula 5) was tested with hand gestures. This means that gestures with curves 

(“question”, “three”, “eight” and “circle”, in Fig. 5) were not used to build the model. 

The number of segments (nD) of each gesture produce by participants in the experi-

ment was counted and the total length (lD) of each gesture was computed (geometri-

cally). Formula 16 was obtained by performing regression analysis. The resulting R
2
 

value was high (0.988), but we thought the model could still be improved. We ob-

tained a higher R
2
 value (0.99, see formula 17) considering the number of corners and 

using formula 9. (Corners were counted depending on the gesture start point.) 

𝐷(𝑛𝐷, 𝑙𝐷) = 0.386 𝑛𝐷 + 0.349 𝑙𝐷                            (𝑅2 = 0.988) (16) 

𝐷𝑐(𝑛𝐷, 𝑙𝐷 , 𝑛𝐶) = 0.223𝑛𝐷 + 0.297𝑙𝐷 + 0.173𝑛𝐶     (𝑅2 = 0.99) (17) 

Formula 16 was then tested to estimate the production times of the four gestures with 

curves shown in Fig 5, which had not been previously used to estimate the empirical 

constants (condition D in Fig. 6). Additionally, formula 17 was tested with and with-

out corners (conditions Dc and Dc*). The obtained results for these three conditions 

are shown in Fig. 6. These results indicate that these models can also be applied to 

gestures with curves. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of observed and predicted times of 4 gestures with curves using the D, Dc 

and Dc* conditions. Error bars indicate 1 SD. 

6 Evaluation of Models 

The production times of real hand gestures must be compared against predicted values 

in order to evaluate the adapted models. We tried to reduce the number of experi-

ments to a minimum and thus, we decided to reuse data from experiment E2 to evalu-

ate the adapted CLC and Isokoski’s models, whose parameters were developed from 

E1 using a different cohort and different gestures. Regarding the evaluation of the 

adapted KLM model, a new experiment had to be setup (E3), since E2 was used to 

estimate the parameters for this model.  
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6.1 CLC Model 

Formula 15 was suggested to estimate production time using the CLC model, with the 

provision that formulas (10, 11) and (12, 13, 14) can be considered options for meas-

uring straight-lines and curves, respectively. Six possibilities can be analyzed to iden-

tify the best estimation approach by combining these formulas.  

The results obtained from E2 are shown in Table 3 for the six formula combina-

tions. We note that some R
2
 values are lower than the baseline (Cao and Zhai’s results 

[13]), but the obtained %RMSE values are better. Furthermore, the differences be-

tween estimates are relatively small. The best results are obtained using the linear 

model for straight lines (formula 10) and the modified model for curves (formula 13). 

Fig. 7 displays the predicted versus observed data using this formula combination.  

Table 3. Comparison of CLC model predictions. 

Formulas R
2
 %RMSE 

(15), (10) and (12) 0.834 18.8 

(15), (11) and (12) 0.779 18.8 

(15), (10) and (13) 0.859 15.7 

(15), (11) and (13) 0.810 15.7 

(15), (10) and (14) 0.849 16.9 

(15), (11) and (14) 0.798 16.9 

 

Fig. 7. CLC model prediction. 

6.2 Isokoski’s Model 

E2 also allowed validating the Isokoski’s model expressed in formula 8 with the em-

pirical constants defined in section 5.2. The obtained results, shown in Fig. 8, suggest 

that selecting a constant straight-line length of 0.4m gives the least estimation error.  

Fig. 9 shows the relationship between predicted and measured production times for 

the suggested straight-line length (R
2
 = 0.935, L = 0.4m, t = 0.544s).  
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Isokoski’s model 

prediction errors. 

 
Fig. 9. Isokoski’s model prediction. 

Finally, we compared the measured production time with the best results estimated 

by the CLC and Isokoski’s models (Fig. 10). Isokoski’s model is slightly better than 

CLC, but the difference is quite small to choose the best one. Also, we note the worst 

predictions were made for gestures “three” and “eight”, which are outside ±1 SD.  

  

Fig. 10. Comparison of observed and predicted times using both CLC and Isokoski’s models. 

Error bars indicate 1 SD. 

6.3 KLM 

Experiment E3 was set up in a similar way to E2. Nine participants (mean age 21y, σ 

= 3), performed the 6 gestures
2
 shown in Fig. 11.  

 

Fig. 11. Gestures used in E3. 

                                                           
2  The green point indicates the start of the gesture. Steep-hill was selected from [17]. 
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Stroke times were compared against predicted values using formulas 16 and 17. 

Before applying the formulas, gestures with curves (“5”, “E” and “steep-hill”) were 

reduced into straight lines. Additionally, formula 17 was calculated with and without 

corners (Dc and Dc* conditions). For instance, gesture “E” was evaluated using 1 and 

0 corners. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 12.  

  

Fig. 12. Comparison of observed and predicted times for experiment E3 using D, Dc and Dc* 

conditions. Error bars indicate 1 SD. 

The highest R
2
 (0.995) value was observed for the D condition, while the lowest 

(0.947) was observed for Dc, even though they were quite approximate. Since the 

%RMSE was favorable to the Dc condition (10.4), we suggest that Dc could be con-

sidered the best one overall. 

7 General Comparison 

In this section we finally compare the three models, using again the data collected in 

experiment E3 and focused on the formulas and empirical constants that produced the 

best estimates.  

Table 4 shows the selected formulas and quality of estimates using the two quality 

criteria adopted by this study. Fig. 13 provides a more detailed comparison using the 

observed and predicted production times for the six gestures used to evaluate the es-

timation models. The highest R
2
 value was obtained for the CLC model, but the dif-

ferences to KLM (Dc condition) are quite small. On the other hand, the lowest 

%RMSE was obtained with KLM (Dc). Consequently, we suggest using KLM (Dc) to 

predict the production time of hand gestures. 

Table 4. Comparison of the three models. 

Model name Formulas R
2
 %RMSE 

CLC (15), (10) and (13) 0.996 25.7 

Isokoski’s #segments * 0.544 0.881 25.7 

KLM (Dc) (17) 0.947 10.4 
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Fig. 13. General comparison of observed and predicted times using CLC, Isokoski’s and KLM 

models. Error bars indicate 1 SD. 

8 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this paper we analyze three estimation models for predicting the production time of 

users’ interactions with other types of user interfaces. We extend these models to 

hand gestures. Empirical experiments were accomplished to tune and validate the 

models. The quality of the estimates was evaluated using two criteria: strength of the 

relationship between estimated and observed times, and percentage root mean square 

error. In a broad perspective, we can conclude that the three models can be used with 

hand gestures, which confirms hypothesis H1. Furthermore, we provide new or up-

dated formulas and empirical constants required to use the models with hand gestures.  

The constant-time estimation model, which was proposed by Isokoski for unistroke 

writing [14], is the simplest model. This model is very easy to use because it reduces 

gestures to straight-line segments, counts them, and uses a constant multiplier that 

reflects the average time necessary to produce a straight-line segment. The constant 

multiplier depends on the constant length assigned to a segment.  

According to our results, if gestures are drawn inside a square gesture space with 

0.6m sides, acceptable results can be achieved with a segment that is 0.4m long. Con-

versely, the simplifications required by this model lead to erroneous estimations when 

using variable gesture spaces (i.e. making gestures of different sizes).  

An alternative approach, which we also analyzed, consists in using the CLC model, 

which breaks down gestures into curves, lines and corners [13]. This model avoids 

reducing curves and corners to straight-line segments.  

We provide new or updated formulas and empirical constants required to use the 

CLC model with hand gestures. Moreover, our experiments indicate that corners in-

fluence production time and therefore should not be neglected. Additionally, slightly 

different formulas were evaluated, leading us to suggest a new formula for estimating 

the production time of hand gestures using CLC.  

The KLM model also reveals easy to adapt to hand gestures, because it is only 

based on the number of straight-line segments and the total length of a gesture. Con-

versely, this strategy also reveals a limitation because KLM’s D operator does not 
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take into account other components like corners and curves. Trying to overcome these 

limitations, we included corners as a third parameter in KLM’s estimation formula. 

The experimental results indicate these modifications provide good results.  

Gestures with curves were analyzed as if they were straight lines and with the op-

tions of counting or not the number of corners. The obtained results show that count-

ing corners improves the quality of the estimation. Consequently, the adapted KLM 

formula we suggest counts the number of segments, the total length and the number of 

corners of a gesture.  

Regarding the experiments, we should note the following. First, we could observe 

a relatively high variation of gesture production times among participants. Although 

we did not compute a global or final value, the coefficient of variation is, on the aver-

age, about 30%. Second, the models were adapted and evaluated only using the ges-

tures’ stroke phase, even though they could also be analyzed taking into account a 

more comprehensive view (e.g. [22]). Third, the gestures used in our experiments 

were performed using only the dominant hand, although users may perform gestures 

with the other hand [23]. This constraint may have an effect on the estimates (e.g. 

[12]).  

The model we suggest as the best to estimate production time of hand gestures ob-

tained R
2
 ≥ 0.947 and %RMSE = 10.4, which are better than the ones obtained by Cao 

and Zhai [13] for single pen-stroke gestures. Regarding hypothesis H2, we observe it 

is validated for the CLC and KLM (Dc condition).  

We expect to conduct more evaluations in the future with more users and more 

gestures. We also consider studying other hand gesture types like hover, tap and 

swipe.  
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